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Abstract.
We present calculations on the transport properties of a double quantum dot (DQD) capacitively coupled to another
individually biased dot. The effects of the intradot and interdot Coulomb interaction are included within the random-phase
approximation (RPA) implemented in the Keldysh formalism. We show that by increasing the bias on the nearby dot the
inelastic Coulomb scattering modifies the current in the double dot. The sign of the current depends on the detuning of the
double dot levels and intradot transitions lead to negative differential conductance. The enhancement of the current due to the
energy quanta transferred from the strongly biased dot suggests a quantum ratchet or Coulomb drag mechanism.
Keywords: Negative differential conductance, ratchet effect, drag effect
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INTRODUCTION AND FORMALISM
Quantum dot systems are ideal candidates for studying
Coulomb effects on nanoscale transport. In two recent
experiments Gustavsson et al. [1] and Gasser et al. [2]
investigated the electronic transitions induced in a dou-
ble quantum dot by the absorption of photons or acous-
tic phonons from the environment whose properties are
changed by currents passing through nearby quantum
points contacts. Khrapai et al. [3] on the other hand, re-
ported a ratchet effect. The system considered in this ex-
periments is a double quantum dot coupled to two leads
and placed in the vicinity of a quantum point contact
(QPC) which is also subjected to a finite bias At weak
interdot tunneling the levels of each dot are detuned by
an asymmetry energy Δ such that the system is in the
Coulomb blockade regime. The transport measurements
show that electrons can pass through the double dot if
the bias applied on the QPC insures an energy transfer Δ
between the two subsystem, via inelastic scattering.
Motivated by these experiments we investigate the
electronic transport in parallel quantum dot systems. The
electronic transitions induced in quantum dot systems by
nearby biased detectors were previously studied within
the master equation approach in the context of continu-
ous measurement of a closed qubits by a nearby QPC.
[4, 5] The same approach was used by Ouyang et al. for
open quantum dots.[6] In this work we used the Keldysh
formalism and the RPA for the Coulomb interaction [7]
where the inelastic scattering processes are naturally in-
cluded. The Hamiltonian splits in a part describing non-
interacting and disconnected systems (i.e. double quan-
tum dot (QDQ), quantum dot (D), leads (L)) and a sec-





The switching function χ(t) vanishes in the remote past
and reaches a constant value in the long-time limit. The
numerical simulations are performed for lattice Hamil-
tonians. The creation/annihilation operators are c†ni /cni
where ni denotes the site n of the QDi. HDQD then reads









where Vi is a constant added to the onsite energies εn
simulating a gate potential applied on QDi and tmn are
hopping constants. By convention the sites i = 1,2 be-
long to QD1 and i = 3,4 to QD2. The other dot is also
described as a 4-site one dimensional chain and is cou-
pled to two leads (Ld and Rd). Each lead is charac-
terised by its chemical potential, the two biases given
by VDQD = μL− μR and VD = μdL − μdR . The interacting







m | is the bare interaction potential
depending on the strength parameter U and on the dis-
tance between a pair of sites. The tunneling Hamiltoni-
ans have standard form and are omitted here. The steady-
state current entering the double dot from the left lead is
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FIGURE 1. (Color online) (a) The current through the dou-
ble dot as a function of the bias applied on the detector for
two values of V1. (b) and (c) The occupation numbers of the
two dots for the same parameters as in (a). Other parameters:
U = 0.15, τ = 0.1, vL = vR = 0.35, V2 =−1.55.
where the trace stands for the sum over the sites belong-
ing to the double dot and ΓL,R are contact self-energies.
The sign convention is such that JDQD is positive if elec-
trons flow from the left lead towards the double dot. The
self-energies ΣRI and Σ<I are calculated within the RPA
scheme (the details are given in our previous work [7, 8]).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For simplicity we consider identical quantum dots. The
relevant parameters to be varied are the bias VD applied
to the strongly biased quantum dot and the two gate
potentials V1,2 applied to each dot which control the
charge configuration in the double dot, that is the number
of electrons in each dot. By varying V1,2 one changes the
energy detuning, defined as Δ = Em+1,n−Em,n+1, where
Em,n is the ground state configuration with m electrons in
QD1 and n electrons in QD2. The hopping parameter tS
in the DQD is chosen as energy unit and current is given
in units of etS/h̄. The interdot tunneling τ = 0.1.
Fig. 1(a) shows that by selecting different gate poten-
tials applied on QD1 one can tune qualitatively differ-
ent transport regimes. For V1 = 0.4 the non-equilibrium
fluctuations in the driving quantum dot induce a positive
current in theDQD, while forV1 = 0.8 the current is neg-
ative, i.e. flows against the driving bias. In both cases a
negative differential conductance regime is noticed in a
certain bias range and the current eventually saturates at
larger values of VD. The mechanism behind each regime
is revealed by the behavior of the occupation numbers
N1,N2 shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c). Due to the weak in-
terdot coupling the charge in the second dot is less sensi-
tive to the variation of V1. For V2 = 0.4 almost the same
amount of charge is expelled from both dots in a similar
way. The inelastic processes leading to the current are
most likely the ones in which electrons tunnel from both
dots to the leads. We see that for V1 = 0.8 only a small
amount of charge is localized on QD1, which means that
its lowest level is now above the chemical potential of
the leads. This also means that the detuning E1,1−E0,2 is
positive and electrons inelastically tunnel from the high-
est level of QD2 to the lowest level of QD1. The scenario
is confirmed by the numerical data, as N1 increases while
N2 decreases. This negative ratchet current is entirely due
to inelastic tunneling between the two dots. Electrons
from QD2 can still tunnel from the highest level to the
right lead but the level is more likely fed back from the
same lead so a positive current is unlikely. In contrast, an
electron that tunneled from QD2 to QD1 escapes more
easily into the left lead because the weak interdot tun-
neling prevents relaxation in QD2. Note that the negative
ratchet current emerges at a larger (threshold) value of
VD than the positive current, because in the latter case the
minimal energy electrons need in order to escape into the
drain lead is given by the difference between their energy
and the chemical potential of the drain.
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